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INFLATION
1) Unroll the Board: Lay the board flat with
the grey inflation valve unit facing up, fins
facing downward. Remove the white fin
guards.

2) Close the Valve Stem: Remove the
valve unit cap on the board.
• To inflate, make sure the red valve
stem is locked to keep the air in
(up position).
• If the valve stem is down and air is
releasing, turn the red valve stem
counter-clockwise so it will come
up.

3) Assemble the Pump: Lift
the pump handle up to the
highest position.
• With the pressure gauge
screen facing the ground,
turn it clockwise, so the
gauge is face up by the
time it is tightened.
• Screw the yellow hose
into the pump.

4) Secure Hose to Board: Push the hose
into the air valve, and twist clock-wise until
you feel it lock.
• Confirm that the grey male end of the
hose has one black rubber washer,
and it has the split edge facing up.
• If the smooth edge is facing up, simply
flip the black rubber washer over and
securely fit it back into the grey male
end of the hose.

5) Inflate Board: Pump air into the
board. Take note that the pressure
gauge may not register air until the
board reaches 10 PSI. Board will take
form in 4 mins/100 full pumps. Once
the desired PSI is reached (15 PSI =
225 pumps), remove the hose to
replace the valve unit cap.

5b) Tighten the Valve Unit: If
the valve unit is loose it may
leak air.
• Insert the grey crown
wrench (from the repair kit)
into the valve securely
• Turn the wrench clockwise
to tighten the valve. The
leaking sound will stop.

8) Insert Master Fin: Flip the board over
and insert the center fin into the crevice.
First time installment of the fin requires a
little more force to secure. Lock the find in
place.

9) Connect the Paddle: Attach the
paddle to your desired height.

10) Take your SUP to the
Water!
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DEFLATION & STORAGE
1) Remove the Master Fin: While the
board is still inflated, lay the board with
fins facing up. Unlock the master fin,
and slide the fin out completely. Store
it in the Duffle Bag front pocket.

2) Clean & Dry the Board: With the
valve unit still closed, rinse off the
board with fresh water. Dry around the
valve unit with a towel. Allow the red
EVA pad to dry thoroughly before
rolling for storage.

3) Activate the Auto-deflate: (1min)
Remove the valve unit cap.
• FIRST push down on the red valve
stem for 10-seconds to “burp” the
pressure inside the board before
turning
the
valve
into
the
Down/Release position. (If this step
to “burp” pressure is not done, the
strong air pressure can rupture the
valve’s internal washer.)
• Then, turn the red valve stem
counter-clockwise (down position) to
release air when pushed in. Air will
deflate rapidly when the valve is
released, so it’s recommended to
keep your face away from the valve
opening.

4) Roll the Board: (2min) Starting at
the opposite side of the valve, fold 3inches over and roll the board as tight
as you can up to the valve. Then wrap
the belt around the rolled board, fasten
the buckle.

5) Close the Valve Stem & Unit: Once
the board is fully deflated, turn the
valve stem counter-clockwise to the
Locked/Up position. Replace the valve
unit cap.

6) Return items into Storage Bags:
PUMP Disconnect the hose from the
pump. Put the pump and hose into the
pump mesh bag.
PADDLE Detach the handle from the
paddle shaft, store in Duffle Bag.
MASTER FIN Store the Master Fin in
the Duffle Bag front pocket.
BOARD Stand
the board up on
its side. Cover
the board with
the Duffle Bag
mouth pointed to
the
ground.
Holding
the
straps, flip the
Duffle Bag up so
the board enters
the bag fully. Put
the PUMP Bag
into the Duffle
Bag.
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Thank you for choosing XTERRA Boards!
You have purchased the lightest & most durable brand of SUPs.

Package Contents:
• Inflatable board
• 3-part Aluminum Paddle
• BRAVO pump
• BRAVO pressure gauge
• BRAVO hose
• Skeg
• Repair kit (valve wrench, patches and glue)
• Pump Bag
• Duffle Backpack

Care & Storage Tips to Lengthen the Life of your Board:
• Protect it from the Sun: Avoid excess heat and direct exposure to the sun when not in use (i.e. avoid baking in hot
vehicle). If the board must stay in the sun, drape a towel over it, or find some shade for it.
• Rinse your XTERRA Board with fresh water after each use. Allow the EVA foam pad to dry thoroughly before
storing
• Roll the board from the tale end to the valve end, allowing the board to deflate completely.
• Store in a dry, cool place with the fins facing outward in the Duffle Bag.
30-Day Refund Policy: If you wish to return your SUP Package for a refund, please complete the 30-Day Refund form on
our website and include it in your package. You are responsible for return shipping to XTERRA Boards.
1-Year Manufacturer Warranty & Repairs:
XTERRA Boards are warranted on all manufacturer defects for one year starting from the day after you receive your
board. XTERRA Boards retains the right to repair or replace valid warranty claims at their discretion. Once a Warranty
Claim is approved, you will receive a pre-paid label to return your board to be repaired at our cost. Manufacturer defects
covered include stripped valve, unglued or faulty seams, and deformations. Clear abuse or poor care is not a
manufacturer defect.
XTERRA Boards are warranted on Repair Kit material refills for 5-years starting from the day after you receive your board.
We include a Repair Kit in your Package with patches, glue and a wrench because minor damages can be easily repaired.
For severe damage, we reserve the right to give you an estimated cost and have you pay that amount. Find detailed
videos on how to make a repair on our website. So long as the tear is not from clear abuse and not larger than 4 inches,
we'll send you all the materials needed to make the repair.

858-565-9500

675 Gateway Center Drive, Suite A, San Diego, CA 92012
sup@xterraboards.com
www.xterraboards.com

